10 - Dividing Texts: Visual Text-Organization in North Indian and Nepalese Manuscripts by Bidur Bhattarai

The number of manuscripts produced in the Indian sub-continent is astounding and is the result of a massive enterprise that was carried out over a vast geographical area and over a vast stretch of time. Focusing on areas of Northern India and Nepal between 800 to 1300 CE and on manuscripts containing Sanskrit texts, the present study investigates a fundamental and so far rarely studied aspect of manuscript production: visual organization. Scribes adopted a variety of visual strategies to distinguish one text from another and to differentiate the various sections within a single text (chapters, sub-chapters, etc.). Their repertoire includes the use of space(s) on the folio, the adoption of different writing styles, the inclusion of symbols of various kind, the application of colors (rubrication), or a combination of all these. This study includes a description of these various strategies and an analysis of their different implementations across the selected geographical areas. It sheds light on how manuscripts were produced, as well as on some aspects of their employment in ritual contexts, in different areas of India and Nepal.

15 - Studies on Greek and Coptic Majuscule Scripts and Books by Pasquale Orsini

The volume contains a critical review of data, results and open problems concerning the principal Greek and Coptic majuscule bookhands, based on previous research of the author, revised and updated to offer an overview of the different graphic phenomena. Although the various chapters address the history of different types of scripts (i.e. biblical majuscule, sloping poitend majuscule, liturgical majuscule, epigraphic and monumental scripts), their juxtaposition allows us to identify common issues of the comparative method of palaeography. From an overall critical assessment of these aspects the impossibility of applying a unique historical paradigm to interpret the formal expressions and the history of the different bookhands comes up, due to the fact that each script follows different paths. Particular attention is also devoted to the use of Greek majuscules in the writing of ancient Christian books. A modern and critical awareness of palaeographic method may help to place the individual witnesses in the context of the main graphic trends, in the social and cultural environments in which they developed, and in a more accurate chronological framework.
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What is a manuscript? A universal definition across eras, languages and traditions seems problematic, if not downright impossible. This is one of the reasons why an interdisciplinary hub for manuscript studies (Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures, CSMC, in Hamburg) was established in the first place. Descriptive definitions are difficult to sustain even at the best of times. In the field of philosophy, they have come under attack in recent decades, following the work of the logician Saul A. Kripke in the early 1970s. Kripke argued that names in particular cannot be defined descriptively or only descriptively, for various reasons. Rather, they should be recognised as being rigid designators (with the same reference in every possible world or counterfactual situation), which at the same time, are dependent on a historical chain of semantic transmission:

In general our reference depends not just on what we think ourselves, but on other people in the community, the history of how the name reached one, and things like that. It is by following such a history that one gets to the reference. […] An initial ‘baptism’ takes place. Here the object may be named by ostension, or the reference of the name may be fixed by a description. When the name is ‘passed from link to link’, the receiver of the name must, I think, intend when he learns it to use it with the same reference as the man from whom he heard it.¹

Kripke himself was prepared to apply this analysis beyond the domain of names. Without going into detail here, I believe it is well suited to solve some definitory problems of reference surrounding the name-like concept of the manuscript, such as the fact that we also refer to an ‘author’s written, typed, or word-processed copy of a work, as distinguished from the print of the same’, i.e. to documents which, strictly speaking, are not even written by hand.

If the concept of the manuscript does, indeed, receive its reference by way of a historical chain of designations and practices, it follows that any temporal restriction in either direction would be inadmissible. A research centre devoted to manuscript cultures would have to acknowledge cultures of manuscripts beyond a more or less contingent date. I therefore propose to extend the notion of manuscript cultures to include the modern period. By that I mean the distinct role that manuscripts that were produced and collected after the widespread use (rather than invention) of printing technology in the West around 1500 CE. My arguments are derived from an extensive, comparative study of modern Western European manuscripts (predominantly those of a literary nature), their theoretical and archival status.² While offering a short summary of selected aspects of this study here, I wish to make a case for understanding the persistence of manuscripts in the modern world as a necessary basis for our (literary) culture in a broad sense. Leaving out the theoretical framework and analyses of specific cases, I will concentrate on some historical developments in the history of the semantic charging of the manuscript since the eighteenth century.

The starting point for any research into modern manuscripts must be their continual and, indeed, growing significance in an age often identified as ‘the Gutenberg galaxy’ or as a transitional period of print culture on the way to the digital age. In Europe, manuscripts began to acquire a new prestige from around the mid-eighteenth century. Although they already played a role before then, this is really where a new appreciation of them seems to originate in most literary traditions. Contrary to common assumption, writing by hand and the reading of manuscripts was never wholly superseded by print, and handwritten materials gained specific functions

---

¹ See Sonderforschungsbereich 950 ‘Manuscript Cultures in Asia, Africa and Europe’ <www.manuscript-cultures.uni-hamburg.de/index_e.html> and cf. T. Meier, Ott, and Sauer 2015.
² Kripke 1972, 95f.
³ ‘Manuscript’, in OED Online.
⁴ Benne 2015.
unavailable to physical books (in the same way that books have not simply been ousted by digital devices today). Media technologies are embedded in a complex web of factors and are not subject to linear causalities. Instead of disappearing, they are allocated new purposes or niches. This inevitably readjusts the entire field in which they operate.

With the advent of print, manuscripts were freed from the function of dissemination. Writing by hand still remained a dominant practice in many areas, however. Letter-writing is an obvious example, having only recently become part of the typographical universe. (Unlike letters in the form of emails, postcards are still predominantly handwritten.) Handwritten signatures – another obvious case – have not been replaced completely even in an age of digitisation. Signing by hand as a token of a legally binding expression of will in contracts, wills and all manner of documents can in many ways be regarded as symbolic of the status of handwriting as a trace of an identifiable individual’s activities.

Print enforced this gesture of authorisation because it could no longer be linked directly to the body or bodily movement of an author. It is no coincidence that signatures became common literary motifs – most famously Faust’s wager: in mythology, the figure of Faust was, of course, closely related to the invention of print.

Considering signatures as traces of individual authors’ activities has had consequences for all types of handwriting: the autographical manuscript, in particular, became emblematic of authorial intention and a new, more autonomous author function. Autographical manuscripts were the domain of personal or intimate genres such as diaries, excerpts, scrapbooks, autobiographical notes and the like (Figs 1 and 2). They expanded the notion of literature itself⁵ and attracted the interest of collectors. This interest was soon extended to the compositional process, sketches, proofs and even calligraphic or stylistic exercises. Traces of handwriting in printed books, such as marginal notes, turned them into unique items on a par with manuscripts and demonstrated the close connection between manual handling and writing, which had made the codex the interactive medium par excellence since its widespread adoption in the Middle Ages.

A clear distinction between books, prints and manuscripts was first established centuries after the invention of movable type although privately circulating manuscripts and officially published manuscripts (ekdosis) were clearly distinguished already in Antiquity.⁶

Professional copying remained a common practice of duplication and dissemination well into the eighteenth century. This also explains seemingly tautological expressions (often found in the German-speaking context) such as ‘eigenhändige Handschrift’ – they refer to individually identifiable autographs. It is precisely the production of individual autographs regarded as functionally succinct compared to printing and other forms of writing and disseminating that made books and manuscripts appear to be distinct categories or ‘media’. In turn, this change in cultural perception had consequences for the individualisation of handwriting itself. Consciously or subconsciously, graphic marks became graphic expressions which would be turned into the object of a new, scientifically controversial

⁵ See, for example, Campe 1990.

discipline: graphology. In the light of these interconnected developments, it is legitimate to speak of the ‘invention’ of (autograph) manuscripts in Europe about 250 years ago. The status and cultural significance of this invention has not diminished yet. On the contrary, the growing demand for manuscripts as collectors’ items and museum pieces is currently leading to new forms of presentation and institutionalisation ranging from genetic facsimile editions to large-scale exhibitions.

Private collections of manuscripts are not a modern phenomenon in Europe. In the Italian Renaissance, the fashion of owning manuscripts from antiquity was soon followed by the fashion of owning examples of contemporary writing. Even before print, manuscripts could be distinguished from books, even though the books were also handwritten. One point in case is the distinction between archives and libraries, which goes back to late antiquity and was stabilised in the early modern era.\(^7\) Libraries typically contained tokens of a type and thus items which circulated, at least potentially. Archives contained unique documents, which were not to be copied and circulated, such as state papers, contracts, protocols or letters. This distinction was valid even where archives were part of a library. It also transcends a simplistic modern categorisation of ‘media’: a rare book belongs in an archive, not a library, and has more in common with manuscripts. On the other hand, despite their name, private prints – sometimes called ‘manuscripts for friends’\(^8\) – are books which may or may not belong in a library, depending on many different factors.

It is thus because of print, the original task of which was to ease the practice of manuscript-copying, that the literary manuscript came to be valued in its own right. The process of differentiation began already in the sixteenth century\(^9\) and first peaked around 1800. In the course of this development, manuscripts came to be identified with attributes connected to their function as originals representing traces of specific

---

\(^7\) Cf. Schenk 2018 and Friedrich 2018; but see Fournet 2018, Fölster 2018 and Grünbart 2018 for the missing or partial differentiation between library and archive.

\(^8\) For example, see Spoerhase 2014.

individuals. These attributes include exclusivity, authenticity or attentive reception (as opposed to the superficial devouring of novels, in particular). Since manuscripts were not, like books, intended for an anonymous public, the seemingly more intimate relationship between authors and the readers of their manuscripts was ascribed to the fact that it was not affected by the impersonal machineries of book production and book trading.

In addition, the modern literary field established an interface between the archive and literature that had not existed before in any relevant measure. After autographs had slowly disappeared from the literary field with the invention of printing, they reappeared in the archive. Archives of individual authors’ manuscripts are therefore a relatively recent phenomenon. Genres that had not had any general significance before became decidedly literary genres and transposed the private archive into the public sphere. The epistolary novel is a case in point here: letters, the handwritten material with the longest history of collecting and archiving, inspired new forms of writing and literary topics. This, in turn, reinforced the status of letters as objects of general interest.

Yet it was not only epistemological, aesthetic or media-related reasons which brought about the new status of manuscripts. As soon as they became economic factors, directly or indirectly, there arose a need for legal regulation, which itself created the notion of a specific value of handwriting. The concept of labour became instrumental in uniting the many facets of manuscripts.

In the eighteenth century, print piracy became a serious problem. In the past, it had profited from a growing, yet unregulated market with non-existent or at least non-enforceable copyright laws. Up until then, printed books had carried the promise of offering more reliable texts than hand-copied manuscripts, which were prone to individual mistakes by the scribes. With piracy, print increasingly came to be seen as destabilising textual integrity since the pirates often changed the wording wilfully to adapt the pirated works to the assumed taste of their customers. Seemingly identical editions more often than not show major variations for this reason. The autograph, which was traditionally destroyed after printing, now advanced to being the source of authenticity as it pointed directly to the author. Therefore, the formulation of modern copyright law is closely connected to the ‘invention’ and new-found privileging of manuscripts.

The first relevant law protecting intellectual property, the Act of Queen Anne from 1709/10, did not protect authors, but the owners of a given work – typically the printers who had bought the work from the author and were now conceded a copyright for twenty-one years after printing. Authors of unprinted works had fourteen years in which to secure property rights by having them published – these property rights were held by the publishers who paid the authors off. This is also the reason why it was only rational to destroy the manuscript after printing; it had served its purpose and could no longer be misused (e.g. changed and sold off to another publisher).

The revaluation of manuscripts went hand in hand with the revaluation of their creators. The author of each manuscript had a vital interest in claiming his or her right to the text with the help of autograph documents interpreted as traces of an individual and autonomous creative process. A new understanding of copyright only gained acceptance when intellectual property was seen as an act of composition which necessarily materialised in written form. Originating in England, copyright was based on a theory of property developed by John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government (1689). Locke had extended his definition of property as the product of labour to intellectual property. In legal practice, building on this notion, the claim to intellectual property was consequently compared to the cultivation of virgin territories: without any proof of cultivation, a claim to intellectual property could not be made. The more elaborate the author’s working manuscript, i.e. the autograph, the stronger the claim.

Relating the new importance of the literary manuscript to the equally new conception of poetic genius (where the manuscript would be one of its emanations) is clearly insufficient; it is not genius, but labour which legitimately entitled the creator to ownership of his (or her) work. This cannot be stressed enough because it explains an important shift in attitudes towards autograph manuscripts. Since the end of the eighteenth century, these have not just been kept, archived and documented, but very much reflected upon and talked or written about. Written composition came no longer to be regarded in terms of epiphantic inspiration models, for instance, but in terms of crossing out, cutting up or recombining words and passages. Many authors began to write

10 See, for example, Clair 2004.
about the act of writing or about writing instruments, paper or their surroundings while they are working. Writing is the production of a manuscript considered as an artefact, a discontinuous merging of practices and institutions, not the linear production of signs.

The insight into the processual nature of artistic creation was not confined to literature, of course, but applied also to painting and music. While Mozart still primarily composed in his head, Beethoven ‘struggled’ with the musical material, sketching and crossing out scores on reams after reams of paper – musical manuscripts written in his own hand are no rarity today. Sketches, drafts and outlines of all kinds were soon valued for giving access to a deeper understanding not just of a work, but of the artist and the context behind it. Many collectors specialised in both modern literary and musical autographs – a manuscript, regardless of area and genre, was a selling point in its own right.

As a consequence, the concept of the author or creator itself was increasingly associated with the existence of manuscripts. The institutionalisation of literary archives was only a logical step, and it changed the reception of contemporary literature radically. In the German-speaking world, Johann Wilhelm Ludwig Gleim was the first to dedicate an archive to contemporary literary manuscripts – both his own and those of his friends and protégés from his vast network (Fig. 3). As his will testifies, he was already aware of the singular character of manuscripts that set them apart from printed formats. But it was Goethe, for whom Gleim’s archive initially served as a model, who first made full use of its potential as a strategic tool in the literary field and as the site of a new form of creativity. His own manuscript archive, founded early in the nineteenth century in connection with the inauguration of a complete edition of his works, did

---

12 Cf. Müller 2012.
14 Cf., for example, Rosenthal 2000.
not just serve as a museum of auratic objects; it was supposed to function as an open workshop, enabling the author to constantly generate new writing by reshuffling old sketches. Doing so demonstrated the complexity of an œuvre that demanded admirers and specialist readers. Archive and work merged because the work continually reflects upon the archive whence it came (Figs 4a and 4b).

Only a few decades later, in 1843, the Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard coined the formula of the ‘art of writing posthumous papers’. Writing literature now meant primarily working towards one’s posthumous manuscripts. The nineteenth century turned this into an imperative. Ambitious authors who wished to leave a mark on the cultural memory of the nation needed a personal archive which could be transformed into a Nachlass and thus a source for expert students of manuscripts and the national memory alike. This solved another strategic problem, too: namely how to persuade philology – traditionally reserved for antiquity and possibly the vernacular Middle Ages – to serve contemporary writing.

The emergence of modern manuscript cultures thus marked the transition from an era of literary criticism, in which published and finished works were assessed according to a fixed canon of aesthetic criteria, to an era of literary philology, in which not the external aesthetic criteria, but the individual work was beyond doubt. Ideals of authenticity replaced those of perfectibility, and an aesthetic of spontaneity or the fragment replaced the ‘file’.

It is therefore no coincidence that authors start collecting their own manuscripts – and put them at the centre of their poetic self-reflection – the very moment philology establishes itself as a paradigm. If modern authors wanted specialised readers to engage as attentively and intensely with their own work as with ancient literature, they had to offer them the material they were used to working with. And the domain of the philologist was precisely the manuscript – in contrast to the printed book, on which the eighteenth-century critic had concentrated. It was the appreciation of the fragments and manuscripts of contemporary writers which allowed the development of modern philology.

By pointing out the long and arduous labour involved in producing literary works through posthumous work strategies, highlighting manuscripts and handwriting in literature, editorial projects and the like, authors offered a ‘genetic pact’, which demands that serious readers should adjust the dedication of their reading according to the

---


16 Benne 2015, 350.
complexity and length of the work’s formation. Reading then includes a specific capacity to recognise traces of this formation on the work’s surface.

In the course of the nineteenth century, modern autograph manuscripts increased in value so considerably that they, like works of art, began to be traded at auctions. In 1851, a comprehensive catalogue of manuscripts was published in Paris, listing all those autographs that had been stolen from public libraries in France (Figs 5a and 5b). All of this led, in the second half of the nineteenth century, to an institutionalisation of the modern manuscript beyond the confines of academic philology. This institutionalisation mainly consisted of two innovations: first, the establishment of long-term historical-critical editorial projects, often outsourced to academies and characterised by the chronological arrangement of the manuscripts on which the edition rested and which were thus made available to the wider public and the next generation – and put back into the circulation of cultural capital which had been dormant in the static archive. Second, the establishment of public and national (rather than just private) manuscript archives, often with additional security and curatorial competence in place. Wilhelm Dilthey, important as he was for the acceptance of hermeneutics as the basic methodology underlying the humanities, made an early call for a national manuscript archive designed to safeguard the nation’s cultural memory. The proliferation of the archive – even private companies started their own collections – is the material shape of historicism’s victory. Explaining a phenomenon meant the ability to trace its lineage. In a national context, this links up with narratives of national identity – both required stable order as well as storage facilities for autograph manuscripts written by historically relevant individuals.

Once the collections existed, they continued to influence the individual and collective interest as well as the increase in symbolic value for all kinds of manuscripts. Giving manuscripts away as a token of friendship or mutual admiration became as common as including them in wills. Handing over authors’ estates to archives, university libraries and similar institutions has since become a field for specialists and self-conscious acts of self-promotion – but its history is tightly woven into the fabric of modern literature itself.

17 Lalanne and Bordier 1851.


19 Hutchinson and Weller 2011; Lepper and Raulff 2016.

In Germany, for example, organizations like the Freies Deutsches Hochstift in Frankfurt (founded in 1859), the Goethe and Schiller Archive in Weimar (founded in 1885/1889), or the German Literature Archive (Deutsches Literaturarchiv, DLA) in Marbach (established in 1955 but resuming and expanding the Schiller National Museum founded in 1903) are regional as well as national bodies for collecting sources of literary and intellectual German history – alongside many other similar institutions throughout the country. The German Literature Archive in Marbach alone currently houses c. 1,400 collections of authors, publishers and scholars, among them thousands of manuscripts. These manuscripts, books and objects are regularly exhibited in the adjacent Museum of Modern Literature and the Schiller National Museum.

This development culminates in the current editorial style of the facsimile edition on the one hand, and the explosion of manuscript-related exhibitions on the other. The autograph archive has been turned into a museum, but one that no longer just documents or displays cultural memory, but creates it. The manuscript does not just speak for itself, but in relation to its respective framing: on the desk, in the archive or behind glass. The merging of archives and museums therefore not only changes both institutions, but also their exhibits (Fig. 6).  

The current fascination with modern manuscripts illuminates some of the consequences changing practices have for the perception of objects. The direct handling of a manuscript is successively restricted on its way from the desk to the archive and, finally, to the exhibition room. Where the working manuscript is part of our natural writing environment, it has to be handled with care by a select circle of experts in the archive, whereas a museum, facsimile edition or online scan does no longer allow any direct handling. On the other hand, they at least partly enable a much larger group of people to access them. Publicity and manual handling therefore seem to correlate negatively – as do anonymity and aura. Or to put it differently, the anonymisation which follows from public display draws an absolute border around the artefact that is not to be transgressed and thereby elevates it to a status beyond its original historical function.

Steedman 2002; Friedrich 2013; Yale 2015.
Why exactly are audiences in awe of manuscripts, regardless of their actual value or content? Recent studies in empirical reading research and in cognitive science strongly suggest the importance of our motoric system for human cognition, especially the complex working of our hands. Reading and writing are embodied phenomena and are processed, judged and memorised differently, depending on whether we read or write on loose paper, in a book, on a screen or on a handheld device. Against the backdrop of digitisation, we are becoming aware again of the importance of the artefact character of various ‘textual objects’. Manuscripts are the most radical illustration of the fact that these objects resist a complete recording in terms of metadata. Artists such as Anselm Kiefer – and many others, for that matter – have experimented with the combination of writing and pictures for decades (Figs 7a and 7b); the iconicity of the writing system is not restricted to the calligraphic traditions of the East, but is an everyday feature of such diverse domains as commercials or Instagram accounts.

The rise of the modern manuscript coincided with the debate about the relationship between the spirit and the letter. It belongs to and was, indeed, instrumental in the overcoming of various dualisms, especially of the Cartesian variety. Eighteenth-century authors discussed...
the advantages and disadvantages of Blackletter and Antiqua typefaces, romantics enthused about arabesques and hieroglyphs – forms of manuscript writing which could be allegorically linked to the nature of all writing, including (typographical) Western alphabets. Today, it is digitisation which has made it obvious that ‘texts’ are not merely abstract semiotic representations. Sales of expensive notebooks and fountain pens have exploded in recent years. Under these new conditions, new manuscript cultures, complementary to both print and digital environments, might slowly evolve.


24 See, for example, Brocklehurst 2012, Hall 2012, and Cornu 2017.
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